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Cacapon mountain biking
(from page 5)

These trails are steeper and have more rocky
challenges. They can be accessed from various
points in Cacapon State Park, but most of the main
mountain biking action starts in the parking area
of the Batt Pavilion, part of the way up the park
road toward the Overlook.
Need more challenge for your rock riding skills?
Move on to the new Middle Fork Trail. This innocently-named trail is the latest machine-built
masterpiece from the West Virginia based trail
builders at Appalachian Dirt.
Middle Fork Trail is almost all rock and has alternate rock lines that will challenge any rider.
If you feel the need for the highest-level challenge and have the legs to propel yourself to the
top of the mountain, there are currently three trails
that descend from the top.
Ziler Loop North and Ziler Loop South both
start at the same spot and both have extremely
steep sections with challenging rock moves required. These are multi-use trails, so be sure to
yield to hikers who will look at you like you are
crazy for riding such steep terrain.
Giddy Up is a relatively smooth bobsled run that
is fast, flowy, and finishes with a section of jumps
and drops at the Batt Picnic Area.
…and this is just the beginning!
In 2020, the International Mountain Bicycling

Middle Fork Trail, with rocky emphasis.

Association (IMBA) selected Cacapon as the winner of their prestigious Trail Accelerator award.
This award provided Cacapon with a highly-detailed trail plan that will result in over 30 miles of
new mountain bike trails in the park.
With enough miles for a full weekend of riding,
Cacapon State Park has everything a mountain
biker needs from great trails, to lodging, and a
great restaurant… there is even a spa to work out
the tired muscles after a day of riding.
So come out and see what all of the excitement
is about and ride the Cacapon Mountain Bike
trails!

One of the “Wobbly” bridges volunteers have
built to cross muddy sections of Cacapon State
Park trail.
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The Cacapon & Lost Rivers Land
Trust protects more than 14,000
acres in the Cacapon watershed.
Through lando
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and the ﬁnancial support of people
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e, clean water, and rural
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